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BIOBANKING FOR
PERSONALIZED
MEDICINE –
MORE THAN JUST
STOCK LOGISTICS.
CentraXX Bio offers the complete toolset for managing your biobank, from patient registration to biosample management and data representation. This
all-in-one software solution stores all data in one
secure and organized database, making it easy to
run searches and reports.

KAIROS’ premier software is CentraXX, a highly integratable and streamlined software solution for
managing biobanks, biotech, clinical trials, hospitals and all that lies between. CentraXX Bio is the
solution catered for biobank management systems.

“CentraXX has revolutionized the way our donor data is captured and
managed. Data is now documented in a consolidated, structured,
and reportable environment.”
-Finch Therapeutics Project Manager, Samantha Kitchen

>
>
>

Personalized Software for Personalized Medicine
Biobanking in the age of personalized medicine
means contextualizing samples within the bigger
picture. CentraXX Bio helps your biobank do just
that by linking all biosample data back to the donor
and presenting them in a longitudinal view. CentraXX Bio also offers integrated interfacing to other
systems, tools, and partners across your biomedical
landscape.

Data Protection and Security | HIPAA & GDPR Compliance | Pseudonymization
Multi-User Capability | User and Role Configurability | Virtual Networks
Consent Management | Sample Tracking | Sample Locking

> Sample Life-Cycle Management includes full chain
>
>
>
>

KAIROS implements a quality management system that complies with DIN
EN ISO 13485:2012 requirements

of custody from extraction to sample analysis
Stock Location Management optimizes inventory
processes and storage systems
Sample Automation and Interfacing links robtic
capabilities for batch processing and holistic data
aggregation
Integrated Reporting automates ad-hoc reporting
on all data collected in the biobank database
Audit Trail automatically records all changes made
to the database in a transparent and easily accessible history log
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